Myoelectrical activity of muscles stabilizing the sacroiliac joints before and after the use of elastic tapes in women suffering from Pregnancy-related Pelvic Girdle Pain
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The aim of this study was the analysis of activity of selected muscles stabilizing the sacroiliac joints in pregnant women suffering from pelvic pain and changes in the pattern in response to the implementation of Kinesio Taping (elastic tape).

Material and methods: Seventeen women with Pregnancy-related Pelvic Girdle Pain and 20 pregnant women without pain in the lumbar-pelvic complex were enrolled into the study. In patients with pelvic pain, the parameters describing the action of the muscles were assessed: before the tape was applied, immediately after application, 3 days into application and 5 days after the cessation of taping. In the control group, the test was carried out one time. The activity of the muscles was measured during extension of the hip from a four-point kneeling position.

Results: The gluteus maximus muscle shows higher resting activity values than in the control group, before and after application of the tape as well as five days after the removal of the tape. Before application, the gluteus maximus activates quicker than in the control group while the ipsilateral extensor spinae had a delayed activation when compared to the control group.

Conclusions: The patterns of activation of tested muscles and their action potential values are different in the group of women with pelvic pain compared to the group without pelvic pain. The application of KT in the lumbar region appears to alter the activation of the GM muscle as well as improve activation of IES muscle during hip extension from the four-point-kneeling position.
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INTRODUCTION

Pregnancy-related Pelvic Girdle Pain (PPGP) is a common problem which affects the normal daily functioning of pregnant women [1]. According to the literature this problem concerns about 20% of women, however some of the evidence suggests even about 50% of women are affected [2–4] or 70–80% [5]. Etiology of PPGP remains unclear and the main potential factors are hormonal, biomechanical, post-traumatic, or degenerative. Appearance of low back pain (LBP) before pregnancy and psychosocial factors seem to be important in the occurrence of PPGP [6]. PPGP deteriorates quality of life (QoL), activities such as bending, lifting, sleeping, prolonged walking, sitting and standing [1, 7].

Despite growing interest in this problem, objective, valid, and consistent research about the biomechanics and therapies of PPGP are still missing [8, 9]. Due to the developing fetus in pregnancy, the use of pharmacotherapy, including pain medications, is limited. For this reason, other, non-pharmacological...
methods of treatment are sought. Interest is mainly placed in physiotherapeutic methods. Kinesio Taping method (KT) was developed in 1970 by Dr. Kenzo Kase, who applied elastic tape on the skin to improve body’s ability to self-regeneration [7]. Original Japanese tape, Kinesio Tex Gold, consists of cotton and acrylic copolymer and the tape’s surface is interrupted by wave-shaped folds to allow skin contact with the air [10]. Kinesio Taping is a safe and non-invasive method, which forms a sort of feedback for proprioceptors, acting on both muscles in the taped area as well as tissues located beneath the tape. Tape application lifts the skin from the tissues underneath what improves blood flow under taped area [11].

Improvement of the previously mentioned motor control is only possible if the physiological mechanisms underpinning the proper cooperation of all components are understood. Thus, the evaluation of surface electromyography (sEMG) [12] seems to be the most helpful method in determining motion patterns, pinpointing any pathologies as well as the effectiveness of therapy, potentially restoring physiological muscle tension for the referenced segment of the lumbar-pelvic complex. sEMG has been used for over 40 years to characterize muscle activity pattern [12]. The electromyogram registers the sum of the actions of the motor units during the contraction of the evaluated muscle. The most often described measurements in sEMG are amplitude and activation order of the tested muscles. The amplitude indicates the extent to which a given muscle activates in the test, meanwhile the changes in the time of muscle activation can influence the motor control [12, 13].

Objectives
The aim of the study was the analysis of myoelectrical activity of the muscles stabilizing the sacroiliac joints (SIJ) in a group of pregnant women suffering from PPGP before and after implementation of KT, based on the analysis of amplitude and activation order of selected muscles. We hypothesize that women with PPGP have different resting and motion activity as well as changed order of activity of the tested muscles during hip extension compared to the activation pattern in healthy controls. Based on mechanism of action of the KT method we also hypothesize that physiological pattern of the muscle activity can be regained by KT.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study design
A total of 45 women with or without PPGP was enrolled in this non-randomised interventional study between July and December of 2013. Women who were identified by physiotherapist as suffering from PPGP were treated with KT for 5 days (Fig. 1). Before KT as applied, sEMG analysis for women with PPGP as well as for healthy participants was done to show potential differences between both groups. On the 3rd day of tape application and 5 days after completion of KT treatment the sEMG test was applied in intervention group. No other pain management intervention was used. No other pain release intervention was used. Inclusion criteria for both groups: written permission of the patient and her primary physician to participate in the study, an uncomplicated single fetus pregnancy, 18–35 week of pregnancy, age 20–40 at the beginning of the study. Additional criteria for IG were: confirmation of pain in the pelvic region, positive results of the three tests: Posterior Pelvic Pain Provocation (4P) [1], Long Dorsal Ligament (LDSL) [10], as well as modified Trendelenburg Test [1, 10] and a negative Straight Leg Raise test (SLR) [11]. The last test was used to disqualify patients with pain generated in the lumbar spine region.

Exclusion criteria included: the occurrence of other pain symptoms originating from the pelvis diagnosed earlier by the patient’s primary physician, as well as acute spinal pain syndrome at the beginning of the study. Allergy to acrylic was another criteria for participants to be included in the IG.

The study was carried out in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the Bioethics Commission of Wroclaw Medical University (Bioethics Commission Specific Number: KB-551/2012 dated July 7, 2012) before the commencement the study.

Participants
Intervention group (IG)
In total, 25 women with self-reported PPGP attending classes at a birthing school were recruited and qualified for the study into the intervention group. The participants filled out a questionnaire and gave consent to participate in the study. Information about the age (years), height (m) and weight (kg) before pregnancy, Body Mass Index (BMI) (calculated by examiner on the basis of information reported by the participants), week of pregnancy, occupation (static/dynamic kind of work) was gathered. Medical history was collected, containing information: internal diseases in pregnancy, LBP incident before pregnancy and topography was reported by the participants), week of pregnancy, occupation (static/dynamic kind of work) was gathered. Medical history was collected, containing information: internal diseases in pregnancy, LBP incident before pregnancy and topography was diagnosed earlier by the patient’s primary physician, as well as acute spinal pain syndrome at the beginning of the study. Allergy to acrylic was another criteria for participants to be included in the IG.

Additional criteria for both groups: written permission of the patient and her primary physician to participate in the study, an uncomplicated single fetus pregnancy, 18–35 week of pregnancy, age 20–40 at the beginning of the study. Additional criteria for IG were: confirmation of pain in the pelvic region, positive results of the three tests: Posterior Pelvic Pain Provocation (4P) [1], Long Dorsal Ligament (LDSL) [10], as well as modified Trendelenburg Test [1, 10] and a negative Straight Leg Raise test (SLR) [11]. The last test was used to disqualify patients with pain generated in the lumbar spine region.

Exclusion criteria included: the occurrence of other pain symptoms originating from the pelvis diagnosed earlier by the patient’s primary physician, as well as acute spinal pain syndrome at the beginning of the study. Allergy to acrylic was another criteria for participants to be included in the IG.

The study was carried out in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the Bioethics Commission of Wroclaw Medical University (Bioethics Commission Specific Number: KB-551/2012 dated July 7, 2012) before the commencement the study.

Control group (CG)
Twenty women attending classes at a birthing school who did not report PPGP were recruited and qualified for the
control group. The patients filled out the same questionnaire as IG and gave consent to participate in the study. Despite patients denying PPGP symptoms, the same examination and tests as for IG were performed. Only women with no symptomology of PPGP and negative tests were included in the CG.

**Intervention**

Kinesio Taping was used for five days in IG with I-shape application and then, in fifth day removed for the next five days follow-up. I-shape application is a KT technique, where elastic tape is applied with slight stretch (approximately 5% of initial length) on the elongated target muscle (Fig. 2). The muscle application with 5% tape tension was applied to the extensor spinae muscles on either side of the spine during full flexion of the trunk position. The base of the tape was applied in the standing position, inferior to the line connecting the posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS) while its terminus was at the inferior angle of the scapula. The length of the tape was contingent on the height of the patient. In order to ensure the proper application of electrodes, both tapes had openings cut into them, 8 cm long and 2 cm wide starting...
at approximately the level of L1 vertebra. Application for the ligaments with approximately 50% tension was applied crosswise to the previous I-shape application at the level of the PSIS (Fig. 2).

**Surface Electromyography**

To assess the activity of the selected muscles stabilizing the SIJ, sEMG was used. The analysis was carried out on all participants. Subsequent measurements were only performed on women belonging to the IG (Fig. 1) and were performed as follows: directly after application of the KT, on the third day of tape use and on the tenth day of the study (five days after the tapes’ removal to assess whether muscles’ activity changes are still present despite tape removal). The muscles were assessed using 8 channels sEMG system TeleM9000 produced by the Noraxon company (USA), in cooperation with the MyoResearch MasterEdition programming and the four lead surface system Myotrace400 also from Noraxon, cooperating with MyoResearch MasterEdition programming. The muscles assessed through sEMG were: ipsi and contralateral erector spinae muscles of the lumbar spine (IES — ipsilateral erector spinae muscle, CES — contralateral erector spinae muscle), ipsilateral gluteus maximus (GM — gluteus maximus muscle) the ipsilateral biceps femoris muscle (BF — biceps femoris muscle). Single use pediatric gel electrodes from Bio Lead Lok B (produced by Vermed, Lendersdorf, Germany) with Ag/AgCl senstrs with a diameter of 30 mm was used. The electrodes were applied in compliance with the guidelines of the SENIAM project (Fig. 2).

The analysis was carried out during a thrice repeated hip extension from a four-point kneeling position (due to advanced pregnancy) (Fig. 3 and 4) [12] in a room temperature 23 degrees Celsius. According to the protocol for extension of the lower limb the patient took a four-point kneeling position. After five seconds rest phase in this position and when given the command “Extend the hip” patient actively performed the test in the form of a three repetition extension of the hip joint of the lower right limb, next followed by the same in the lower left limb. Each extension was separated by a five second resting phase.

**The sEMG data collection**

The three measurements were averaged and smoothed using the RMS (Root Mean Square — Square root of the mean in the specified time window) algorithm as well as cleaned from electrocardiogram (EKG) artifacts. The results of the amplitudes during movement were normalized with the help of the RVC (Reference Voluntary Contraction) method, relying on comparison of two different active assignments of the selected muscle (ratio of average values of amplitude of extension/rest phases) [13]. For the purpose of calculating results the “ONSET–OFFSET” formula was used as well as the “Average Activation” formula. The muscle was considered active during extension of the hip joint if the average resting tension from the first 100ms of motion was three times higher than the sum of the average amplitude at rest and standard deviation during the first 100 ms [13].

**Variables of interest**

Epidemiological data was obtained for description purposes and to compare any possible differences between both groups. Information on internal disease in pregnancy was obtained to exclude other possible causes of pain other than PPGP.

VAS scores were obtained to assess intensity of pain in IG. Parameters registered on the sEMG examination in the study:

1. Resting amplitude in four-point kneeling position [µV].
2. Amplitude during extension of the hip joint from the four-point kneeling position registered from following ipsilateral muscles: extensor spinæ (A), gluteus maximus (B), biceps femoris (C) as well as the contralateral extensor spinæ muscle (D) [µV] (Fig. 2).
3. Muscle activation order time “Onset time” [s].
Statistical analysis

An analysis of the results was conducted with the help of the statistical packet PQSat ver. 1.4.2.324. Age (years), height (m), mass (kg) and BMI (kg/m²) was compared with the Mann-Whitney U-test. The performed work in tested groups was compared using the dependency Pearson’s Chi-square test with Yates correction. Results from IG and CG were analyzed with student t-test. VAS analysis was conducted through the Friedman ANOVA. Probability significance was set at p < 0.05 and high probability significance was set at p < 0.01.

RESULTS

The characteristics of the examined groups

In total, 17 women with confirmed PPGP and 20 healthy pregnant women were included in the study. Both groups were matched to the described characteristics (Tab. 1).

Table 2 shows the value of resting amplitude during sEMG examination in the four-point kneeling position. IG showed a higher resting activity of the GM compared to the CG before application of the tape (p = 0.003) as well as directly after application of the tape (p = 0.04), as well as on the tenth day of the study (five days after removing the tape) (p = 0.03). Additionally, on the tenth day of the study a significant increase in the resting of the CES muscle was noted in IG compared to the CG (p = 0.02).

Table 3 shows the order of muscle activation for select muscles during extension of lower limb in four-point kneeling position. In IG, the GM activates faster compared to the CG both, before application of the tape (p = 0.02), as well as after the application (p = 0.02).

In the sEMG testing there was no statistical significance for:

1. Differences in resting amplitude in IG between subsequent measurements of individual muscles.
2. Results of the mean amplitude of the extension/rest phases during the active hip extension in the four-point kneeling position between groups and between subsequent measurements in IG.

3. Differences between groups in relation to activation time of selected muscles as well as in the IG between subsequent measurements.

Results from VAS assessment in IG on the days of EMG testing

On the first day, before application of KT, the average score on VAS was 31 (SD = 23.2) mm. On the third day of therapy the patients assessed their pain on average at 25.5 (SD = 23.6) mm and on the tenth day of the study (five days after removal of the plasters) they averaged 26.1 (SD = 20.7) mm. Despite the decrease in self assessed pain values according to VAS, no statistical significance was found (p = 0.31616 ANOVA Friedman and Kendall’s compatibility coefficient for p ≤ 0.05).

DISCUSSION

KT method is viewed to be effective in reducing pain level, improving function of the muscles and stability of the
which moves the center of gravity posterior. Following this with increasing abdominal circumference adopt a position sEMG time-points only for the GM muscle. The reasons may healthy subjects and that KT application appears to delay activity of GM, the muscle activates faster compared to the women with and without PPGP. 

ures activation of the muscles stabilizing SIJ in pregnant feedback [11, 14].

lifting the skin. The space between skin and tissues below weakened muscles or relaxation of the overloaded ones [14]. Elastic tape used in KT contains folds on the tape's surface, which may support mechanically muscles and ligaments by acting on proprioceptors [20–22].

To our best knowledge this is the first study which measures activation of the muscles stabilizing SIJ in pregnant women with and without PPGP. 

According to the results the most important findings are that women suffering from PPGP have higher resting activity of GM, the muscle activates faster compared to the healthy subjects and that KT application appears to delay activation of GM in group with PPGP.

The statistical significance was obtained in each of the sEMG time-points only for the GM muscle. The reasons may be twofold. First, because women in advanced pregnancy with increasing abdominal circumference adopt a position which moves the center of gravity posterior. Following this the spine and particularly the lumbar curve undergoes a flattening, and the sacral bone undergoes posterior pelvic tilt which leads to diminished stability of the SJ [15]. Moreover, in advanced pregnancy the joint capsule of the SJ is relaxed (diminished form closure) and the ligaments of the pelvis also are relaxed (diminished force closure) [16]. In this condition pelvic positioning the GM has increased activity to compensate diminished tension of SJ ligaments which leads to pain appearance in loading [17, 18]. Moreover, the thoracolumbar fascia (TLF) has a huge influence on SJ stability through connection of the deep fibers to the GM fibers. The exertion of the TLF changes in the PPGP as a result of the changes in GM tension [19]. In our study, the resting activity of GM in IG increased when KT was applied. IES was released only immediate after KT application and in the next sessions of sEMG tests started to increase with the highest value in the 10th day of the test. The KT application used in our study might act on the studied muscles in two ways: elevating the skin, which enlarged the space between skin and TLF and improves the blood circulation and through this facilitates muscle contraction. Moreover, by acting on the skin receptors we speculate that KT inhibits the pain and improves body posture by acting on proprioceptors [20–22].

During the extension of the hip joint in the CG, the IES and CES were activated before the GM. In contrast to this for the IG we observed delayed activation of the extensor muscles (especially for IES) with previous activation of the GM. This activation time was reversed to the normal pattern at the 3rd day of KT application (it assumes values similar to the control group p = 0.1 for IES and p = 0.2 for GM) and was maintained until five days after the tapes removal (p = 0.6 for IES and p = 0.058 for GM). Differences in activation time for the GM were observed just after tapes application (p = 0.55) and were maintained until five days after removing the tapes with slow regression observed (p = 0.058). The quicker activation of the GM may be tied to increased resting tension [17]. We speculate that facilitation of IES activity after KT application might delay activation of GM during hip extension in the next sEMG sessions.

PPGP is one of the most frequently reported complaints during pregnancy, affecting normal daily activities for many pregnant women. The risk of development of PPGP is increasing with numbers of previous parities, in women with higher maternal age and pre-pregnancy overweight and obesity. Higher BMI is a risk factor for musculoskeletal disorders, osteoarthritis, low back and pelvic girdle pain, and gait problems. In PPGP, where transfer of the loads between trunk through pelvis to the lower limbs during walking, is disabled, increased BMI and weight gain may increase disability and pain connected with overloading of the SJ area [23, 24]. In this study, we have been able to demonstrate...
a different activity pattern in pregnant women with compared to women without PPGP, suggesting that this altered activity pattern may play a role in PPGP. The application of KT may be a possible favourable and non-pharmaceutical treatment approach for women with PPGP in advanced pregnancy [25, 26]. The sEMG testing in addition to VAS assessment may provide complex information regarding the correlation between perception of pain and changes in activity of muscles stabilizing the lumbar-pelvic area. Up until now, KT has been assessed, primarily as supplemental therapy which provided an unclear picture on the influence of KT on pelvic pain [27], furthermore, questionnaires and VAS scales were used to assess the influence of KT on pain level and quality of life, which records only the subjective perceptions of the patient while skipping assessment of objective parameters such as measurements recorded by SEMG [28]. In pregnant women, where the muscle activity is greater due to ligament weakness, continuation of the above testing is indicated. Assessment of activity of selected muscles through physical training jointly with KT as analgesic therapy would seem to be a promising field to investigate as well.

Limitations of the study

One of the study limits is the small number of participants. Bigger sample size could control the risk of false-negative findings interpretation [29]. sEMG is wildly used to record static and dynamic activity of the muscles. It is a valuable, qualitative tool to assess the effects of any intervention in rehabilitation including KT application [30]. To characterize the activity of selected muscles, it is important to choose proper parameters of sEMG. The use of normalization method is important to interpret the results of amplitude parameters and the most common is maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) normalization [31, 32]. In our study, to assess the amplitude during extension of the hip joint in the four-point kneeling position, the RVC method was used, because of characteristics of the participants (advanced pregnancy). For this reasoning our data cannot be compared to other studies, where another normalization method was used. The four-point kneeling position in pregnant women was used for the first time to assess activity of muscles working in co-contraction in the area of the lumbar-pelvic complex. The sEMG in pregnant women was previously used to assess pain in the lumbar region, however only from a standing position [33]. The four-point kneeling position used in our study makes comparison of our observations to widely reported studies using the Prone Hip Extension (PHE) position impossible [34]. Also, it seems to be useful to apply tapes for a longer time and to perform sEMG testing at several additional “time points”, eg. immediately after tapes removal, in future studies.

CONCLUSIONS

Women suffering from PPGP have increased resting activity of GM. The application of KT in the lumbar region appears to alter the activation of the GM muscle as well as improve activation of IES muscle during hip extension from four-point-kneeling-position. By acting on electrical parameters of muscles in selected area, Kinesio Taping method could be a helpful tool to relieve pain in such group of patients. More research about correlation between changes in tested muscles activity pattern and intensity of pain in SIJ area need to be further considered.
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